Sustainability

Meeting #1 – December 3, 2015
Agenda

1. Introductions / warmup
2. Review advisory group assignments –
3. Long Term Development Plan: Process & Timeline
4. Recommendations from Campus Expansion Advisory Committee (CEAC) and task forces -
5. Advisory group discussion
6. Public comment (signup to speak)
7. Advisory group observations
8. Review agenda for next meeting: January 7, 9:00-12:00
Introductions

- Name
- Organization
- Warm up
Long range development plan: Process and timeline

Sept 2015

Finalized Planning and Engagement Process
- OSU Steering Committee
- City Staff
- City Council/Planning Commission

Oct 2015

- Academic, research and student life
- Arts, culture, and enrichment
- Community integration
- Sustainability
- Health and wellness

Dec 2015

Design Team RFQ/RFP
Sustainability Advisory Group Schedule

November 18  Advisory Groups Joint Orientation Session
December 3   Sustainability Advisory Group Meeting I
January 7    Sustainability Advisory Group Meeting II
January 21   Advisory Groups Joint Sharing Session
January 29   Advisory Group Reports
Long range development plan: Process and timeline

Jan 2016

Selection of design team

- Top design teams present high level approach
- Community groups provide input on teams and concepts
Long range development plan: Process and timeline

Jan 2016

- Design
  - Kick-off

Mar 2017

- Design I
  - Site Program
- Design II
  - Site and Buildings
- Design III
  - LRDP Draft
- Design IV
  - LRDP Final Draft
Sustainable Strategic Questions

1. What **emerging trends** will shape the future for sustainability?

2. What **steps** can be taken to achieve OSU-Cascades sustainability goals for transportation, energy, water and waste (e.g., Net Zero Waste)?

3. How do we **measure success**? Which sustainability scorecard is best suited for OSU-Cascades (STAR or alternative)?

4. What **promising collaborations or community partners** could help OSU-Cascades achieve sustainability goals?

5. What **barriers** confront OSU-Cascades for sustainability, and how can they be overcome?
Framing Principles

OSU-Cascades Community Engagement

Long Range Development Planning

Framing Principles

- Organize an open, transparent and well facilitated community conversation that includes a wide range of ideas and perspectives to contribute to long-range campus design.

- Establish a clear, well defined assignment for the advisory groups, clarifying their role is advisory.

- Seek broad advice rather than consensus on future development of the OSU-Cascades campus. A range of perspectives is acceptable and valued.

- Build on earlier recommendations produced by the Campus Expansion Advisory Committee and related task forces.

- Acknowledge and honor OSU-Cascades’ decisions and commitments to date regarding campus planning. Focus discussion on long range development planning for the selected site, rather than facilities and architectural design.

- Design and conduct an efficient process that respects time commitments of advisory group participants and staff.
Meeting Agendas

Meeting #1    Dec 3

- Review previous advisory group work
- Discuss strategic questions 1 and 2
- Advisory group observations

Meeting #2    Jan 7

- Recap Meeting #1
- Discuss strategic questions 3, 4 and 5
- Advisory group recommendations
- Closing remarks
Previous CEAC & Task Force Focus on Sustainability

1. The “preamble” from OSU-C’s 2011 Sustainability Plan
2. The sustainability “look and feel” document from the CEAC Sustainability Task Force
3. The Net Zero Case Statement
4. TNS Sustainability Primer
5. Powerpoint presentation of the final CEAC Task Force recommendations
6. CEAC Recommendations (Policy vs Physical Considerations)
Sustainability Task Force Recommendations

2011 OSU-Cascades Sustainability Plan Mission:

*OSU-Cascades will demonstrate an unwavering commitment to shaping a future that is socially, economically and ecologically sustainable.*

- Embrace, teach, and model sustainability in all aspects of our university.
- Create a campus culture of sustainability that is embedded in the thinking and activities of all stakeholders (students, faculty, staff, and administration)
- Deliver its mission without the need for continual facilities growth.
- Support and encourage services and the delivery of courses that significantly reduce the need for fossil fuel-based commuting

December 4, 2015
NL Task Force – Public Safety Recommendations
3/13/2014

• Adopt a high bar, aspirational sustainability vision.
• Adopt task force recommendations for key design elements
• Adopt a social equity action plan.
• Initiate a collaborative EcoDistrict project for the campus and surrounding neighborhoods, in partnership with the City of Bend and other key local governmental and community partners.
• Incorporate the EcoDistrict into the master plan request for proposals and planning process.
• Adopt a sustainability performance measurement system and action plan.
Net Zero Building Initiative: A Sustainable Campus

- Showcases long-term financial viability, efficient and renewable resource use, and social equity;
- Is a better long-term investment than building to code;
- Makes good financial sense.
- Be net-zero energy ready and demonstrates the highest standards of resource (energy, water and waste) use.
- Become a world class leader and innovator in the fields of higher education, environmental design and sustainability.
What emerging trends will shape the future for sustainability at OSU-Cascades?
What steps can be taken to achieve OSU-Cascades sustainability goals for transportation, energy, water and waste (e.g., Net Zero Waste)?
Public Comment

- 15 minutes total for public comment
- Each person who signed up gets 3-minutes
- Additional written comments accepted

Thank you for your feedback!
Recommendation
Options the Group Considered/Discussed
Conclusion Summary
Advisory Group Observations

Around the table...

What struck you as the most important piece of feedback for long range planning?
Next Meeting

Thursday, January 7
Location
9:00-12:00 noon
Thank you!